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BRIEF PROFILES

Name: Anne de Lange
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
dancing (4 years) Zumba instructor (2 years) shopping (5 years) playing sports (7 years) music listening (6
years)
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
not sure
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
management
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
Excellence course communication science and I will be working 12 hours per week
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
ICT
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
Past work experience:
2 years in a restaurant, 2 years in a retirehome and 4 months animation at a campsite.
Favorite company or startup:
none
Previous experience in teams:
For my work, I have to work a lot in the team. I've also done a project for handicapped people in a team of 6
persons.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
At work the paying system was pretty complicated. We needed two people when a customer wanted to pay.
I though of a way to make it easier and now you can do the paying on your own.

Name: Anne‐Rose Lynch
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Playing the guitar (11 years), Playing Tennis (7 years), baking and decorating cakes (2 years), drawing (6 years)
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Economics (3 years, from high school). Management and Organisation (3 years, from high school).
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
Economics, Management and Organisation, Finance
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
Organisation and Management and Finance are my elective courses for this minor. Besides that I will also
take Media en Overreding. I work at a drugstore and every now and then at a theater and I have two
babysitting jobs.
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
health care,
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
Past work experience:
i work in a drugstore where I sell products and give costumers advice. I also work in a theater where I serve
drinks and hang up coats. I have also done some cleaning in a nursing home
Favorite company or startup:
Previous experience in teams:
for school I've had to work in several teams. When I'm playing tennis I'm in a team of two, I don't know if
that counts :) / I'n my previous/current jobs we also have/had to work in teams, in the store or in the
theater.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
When I was in high school I was in a class that made the decor for the school musical. we had to be
recourceful and innovative all the time, trying to build many decor pieces out of the materials we had and
trying to come up with ideas that were new and innovative.

Name: Anthonia Emegha
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Ever since i was a child i have enjoyed dancing, i used to be dancer we won several awards with the dance
crew(6 years),cooking(12 years)photoshoots as a model(3 years),religion(23 years chirstian),reading
novels(18 years), designing clothes shoes,bags (2 years)
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Accounting (none), Finance(none), Management(own business and mothers business (3 years), human
resources(work at Miss Africa Netherlands, 2 years)Customer Service (3 years, job), Marketing( own
business2 years)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
Operations and management and finance
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
my law course and no work just school
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
fashion industry, hair & beauty industry, pageant industry
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
Past work experience:
I worked for Starbucks as a customer service specialist. I was the one in charge of the customer care and it
was not only great but also challenging and i learned alot aswell.
Favorite company or startup:
Starbucks
Previous experience in teams:
For the past 4 years i have been in situations where i had to work in teams for either a project as the winner
of the Miss Africa Netherlands pageant, i won this on the 4th of december 2011. After winning this i had to
come up with a goal and a project. Eventually launched a project against female genital multilation and
Breast ironing, during this project called 'Breaking the Silence'i had the pleasure working with members of
the parliament, Amnesty International and many more. it was not only challenging to organize workshops,
events and so but it was one of those moments in my life i had the priviledge to learn alot from others.
Besides being miss africa netherlands i also work on fashion shows and currently working with Amnesty
international on their new project.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
I have always had the innovative mind, as mentioned above as miss africa netherlands i had the chance to
come up with projects, ways to get more sponsors and ways to create more awereness on the issues i was
fighting against. so it required not only a challenging mind but a sharp and innovative mind that wont settle
for less.

Name: Bo Rettich
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Soccer (14 years) Gaming (12 years) Drawing/doodling (18 years) Going to festivals (2 years)
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Promotion (1 year, from job) Acquisition ( half year, from commission)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
I'm not sure
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
Organisatie en Management
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
Textile industry
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
I want to know if entrepreneurship is for me. Currently I do not know if entrepreneurship is for me.
Entrepreneurship is the easiest way for me to make a difference in the world.
Past work experience:
I've worked in a supermarket, a pizza delivery store and in a promotion company.
Favorite company or startup:
Pepperminds
Previous experience in teams:
I'm currently active in the student organisation for my study, Mercurius, as commission member in the
acquisition team. Also I work in teams of 2‐3 in the promotion business and play in a football team as captain.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
I remember having to make a project at my school to pass our final year. This involved a lot of writing, but
instead I made a comic of my project which saved me a lot of time behind the computer and allowed me to
do something I enjoy more.

Name: Bob Vonk
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Sports(recreational); Hockey(8 years), Cycle racing(4 years), Jogging(1year), Hobbies; Wines(4 years/ SVEN 2),
do‐it‐yourself(4 years), Green technologies(4 years), Technical knowledge; LED‐ technology(6 months),
Hydroponics(6 months)
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Product management(6 months from job), courses during bachelor, finance, marketing, business
administration and project management.
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
Product‐ innovation / development
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
Operations and process management and writing/finishing my thesis. I probably dont have a job during this
semester.
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
Law, Art, Healthcare, Banks and Consultancy and IT Consultancy.
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
I want to know if entrepreneurship is for me. Currently I do not know if entrepreneurship is for me.
Entrepreneurship is the easiest way for me to make a difference in the world.
Past work experience:
Product management, Customer services, Consultant, Planning(schedual) and "small‐work" experience.
Favorite company or startup:
Previous experience in teams:
I worked in a team at Metfarm. MetFarm is a company that is taking modern new techniques in agriculture
and making inside farming possible by using LED lighting. the dream of the company is to feed cities in a way
that is never done before and to find solutions to feed the increasing number of people on our planet.
MetFarm won the TEDx Amsterdam award 2011. /
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
During the MetFarm project I had to be resourceful to find the right materials for the products and the right
companies that could provide the technologies. Building the structures was an innovative challange that
required a hand‐on‐approach that i did not shy away from.

Name: Bradley Prince
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
playing sports (15), travel, music listening (8)
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Accounting (1 years, from school), Finance (3 years, from school), general business ( 4 years, from school)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
not sure
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
Investment and portfolio theory 2, vermogensrecht and thesis (already busy writing it)
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
Computer/software industry
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
Past work experience:
none yet
Favorite company or startup:
Apple
Previous experience in teams:
I played rugby in a team for many years. I was head of a student shooting club and also head of a student
sub‐association.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
n/a

Name: Clemens Köllmann
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Graphical designing (5 years). do‐it‐yourself (3 years). Field Hockey (8 years). Professional TV‐series
watcher :P (8 years).
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Medical research (1 year, from internship)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
Business start‐up
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
Finance
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
Research and Development, Management
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
I want to know if entrepreneurship is for me. Currently I do not know if entrepreneurship is for me.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
Past work experience:
Research intern
Favorite company or startup:
Google
Previous experience in teams:
1. Pretty much performing my own independant research during my internship, with a high responsibility
with regards to achieving results. / 2. Being responsible for team results in a policy making course for my
study. / 3. Graphical designer for year book of student association
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
n/a

Name: Crys Nguyen
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Web/Mobile User Experience/Interaction Design (4 years), Front‐End Web Development (7 years), Various
Visual Digital + Print Design (6 years), Branding & Advertising (3 years), Video Game Art Direction (2 years),
Photography & Video Production (1 year), Playing Video Games (10 years), Playing Guitar (1 year), "Being
Asian" (20 years)
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Marketing/advertising (3 years, from school & job), Project management (3 years, from school & job)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
Entrepreneurial Marketing, Leadership, Fund‐raising & Finance, Operations Management, Media Design
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
Operations and Process Management (elective), Part‐time/Freelance Visual Designer
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
Photography, Media Design
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
Past work experience:
Mobile User Experience/Interaction Design, Marketing campaign creation, Project management
Favorite company or startup:
Virgin Group
Previous experience in teams:
I usually hold the responsibility of an Art/Creative Director in Creative teams, which basically means
overseeing any process of visual media design, as well as marketing/advertising campaign strategy. I also
happen to do different project management works when my group/classmates slack.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
Studying and working as a creative 'dude', I find myself being innovative 24/7. I enjoy "talent mining" as well
– I like talking to people and overseeing their (hidden) talents and potentials.

Name: Eline van Dijk
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Dancing (12 years), and I just really like to meet friends, go out, have fun.
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Management & Organisation, 3 years, from school
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
Marketing, general management
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
Finance. I will be working at a job as well. I work as a babysitter and also at International SOS, an
organisation which provides medical assistance, international healthcare and security services.
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
My dad is working in the engeneering business.
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
Past work experience:
Currently I'm working at an compagny which provides medical assistance, international healthcare and
security services. I'm just doing a small task, but it's nice to see how the compagny works.
Favorite company or startup:
No I don't.
Previous experience in teams:
From my 12th till my 18th I participated in the school musical as a dancer. When choreographing the dances
we had to work togheter as a team. You have to watch and respond at eachother. I also had to work in a
team at my old job. I've worked at a lunchroom and we had to work togheter to keep the customers happy.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
I can't come up with any moment in my life were I was entrepreneurial or innovative. But I know that I'm
very creative and I almost always come up with a solution when there are some problems.

Name: Fenno van der Velden
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
music listening (10 years). Music singing (only when nobody's around). Gaming (15 years). Photography(4
years), making animation/stopmotion (5 years). politics (4 years). Movies(my whole life). Eating(A lot).
Running (5 months). Drawing (6 years)
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
marketing (1 year, from school) only about using media!
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
marketing, customer service
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
Courses: inferentiele statistiek, organisatie en management, jeugd en media entertainment, Jobs: 2
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
car industy, communication
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
The entrepreneurship minor looks good on my CV (vita, resumé).
Past work experience:
none yet
Favorite company or startup:
Previous experience in teams:
Its hard to rely on other people. Most of the time other people are lazy and not willing to do their work...but
sometimes people are fantastic and you can do great things with each other.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
n/a

Name: Gert Jan van Hardeveld
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Music listening (10 years), Music playing instruments (7 years), Writing (4 years), Computer programming (6
months)
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Just some basic knowledge from Economy and Management & Organization classes at high school.
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
At the moment I'm starting to get interested in programming. I am unsure when it comes to business
knowledge yet.
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
I will take Finance. I will also be working at a job, for a broadcasting agency.
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
Real estate, elderly care, sports management
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
I want to know if entrepreneurship is for me. Currently I do not know if entrepreneurship is for me.
Past work experience:
I have worked for two broadcasting stations as a web editor. I am also sometimes working for a TV‐magazine
as a freelance editor.
Favorite company or startup:
I like companies that determined the direction of the digital revolution, such as Google, Facebook, Twitter.
Previous experience in teams:
At m y (form er) jobs/internships I have worked in editorial team s. Also, I have done several assignm ents
and presentations in my bachelor in a team.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
have tried to be entrepreneurial/innovative at my time at the University of Nebraska‐Lincoln, where I have
studied for a semester. For a course there, I created the idea for an online platform where people have the
possibility to show their political preference and discuss politics. Because of my lacking programming skills, I
did not actually develop it. Still, it is an idea which I eventually want to develop.

Name: Justian Driessen
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Boats (3 years), Hockey (7 years), Website design (2 years),
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Finance/Accounting (2 year, from school), Marketing (1 year, from job), Human Resources (1 year, from job)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
Finance and Marketing
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
Courses: Investment Portfolio Theory 2, Job: Currently none
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
Finance
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
I want to become very rich, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
The entrepreneurship minor looks good on my CV (vita, resumé).
Past work experience:
Working at design company
Favorite company or startup:
Previous experience in teams:
One year full time occupation student association in Amsterdam in a team/group of eight people. In charge
of six people, daily meetings.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
Buying an old boat in Amsterdam. Working hard to get it fixed and made money on renting the boat to
students on Queens day.

Name: Kit Yu Kun
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
App & board games (3 years), chilling & chatting (20 years), travelling (2 years)
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
CUSTOMER SERVICE (5 years from work), operations management (1 year from work), marketing (1 year
from work)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
finance, accounting & human resources
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
Organizational Pyschology & yoga! Will work too if possible
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
none
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
I want to become very rich, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
Past work experience:
Yes‐ as Customer Service in an IT firm ‐ handling lots of difficult customers. Hong Kong is a complaining city.
Favorite company or startup:
Google
Previous experience in teams:
Mainly customer Service/ sales team at work, and group projects in school.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
Seems to have lots of ideas but not sure where & how to start

Name: Laurens Goedkoop
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Computer Programming (4 years). Video games(all my life i guess). Graphics design(3 years). Travel. Always
challenging myself to try new things.
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Management of project teams during my studies at the HvA IT section. I wanted to get as much experience
in leadership as possible, but I've never been a manager by profession.
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
I want to learn everything I can about starting and running a company.
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
Organisation and management. I may have some freelance programming jobs along the way, but I'll make
sure the minor comes first.
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
My parents owned a law firm, they are now retired. Among my friends are programmers, graphic artists,
photographers and many others.
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
Past work experience:
Worked at Goedkoop & Partners Advocaten in the administration section for 2 years. Worked at Coffee
company as a barista for a year. Worked as a fashion model across europe for 2 years. Working as a
freelance web designer (but haven't taken on any big job
Favorite company or startup:
Previous experience in teams:
At the HvA IT studies, students are allways given team projects every 6 months. The assignments are
multidisciplinary IT projects of varying nature. Students form their own organisational hierarchy and are
given a lot of freedom in the way they work. I have completed 6 of there projects, of which 3 as team leader.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
The HvA IT section did not have a proper community site to exchange knowledge, questions and ideas. I
joined the OC (opleidings commissie; study commision) to start a project of providing such an environment.
The project is now partly integrated into the HvA IT student site. New implentations are still being worked on
by other students.

Name: Leonardo Bernini
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Playing instruments ‐ 15 years, Rugby ‐ 10 years, Tennis ‐ 10 years,Arts (all sorts of), Travelling, Languages,
Politics, Wine
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
UvA+Highschool: Organization Management (3 courses), Marketing (2 courses), Accounting (2 courses),
Finance (2 courses), Trade & Investment (1 course). From experience: management (2 internships),
accounting (2 internships)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
operations management
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
No extra courses. Music and Sport as extracurricular. Hopefully a job (not more than 20 hours/week)
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
Family is mainly into industrial production (ie. coffee, clothes..), Friends span from industrial sectors (oil&gas,
publishing, wine..) to services (tourism, financial operators...) to political areas
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
I want to know if entrepreneurship is for me. Currently I do not know if entrepreneurship is for me.
Past work experience:
Internships (throughout more departments)
Favorite company or startup:
L.G.R. sunglasses startup (now a serious company)
Previous experience in teams:
Mainly sports team experience (rugby) and several group projects (mainly researches) for UvA.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
Basically every dinner since ca 2 years spent discussing business ideas at the table with flatmates and friends.

Name: Livia Benders
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
music listening (15 years), travel (7 years), yoga (2 years), shopping (10 years)
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
assistant operations management (4 months, current job ‐ so practically none)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
marketing, operations management, general management, human resources
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
I will be working part‐time at A‐partments (serviced coorporate apartment rental) as an assistant operations
manager
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
establishment of spin‐off companies, educational technology, biotechnology, diplomacy, entertainment
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
Past work experience:
I have had several hospitality jobs but I found that hospitality‐work is not my favourite. Furthermore,
currently I am working part‐time at A‐partments as an assistant operations manager which I enjoy for the
moment because it offers me my first managemen
Favorite company or startup:
‐
Previous experience in teams:
At uni and at my job I've had different team experiences. Most of the time we all worked together fine, but
there have been some occasions in which I had to jump in and take over other peoples work because
otherwise the assignment wouldn't have been completed properly
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
n/a

Name: Louwrens‐Jan Lemstra
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Music Listening (20 years) Bedroom DJing (2 years) Buying vinyl (3 months) Photography (1 year) Art
(occasional enthousiast)
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
A bit of marketing, operations management, human resources and customer service (3,5 years, from job as
store manager for Coffee Company)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
marketing/advertising/branding
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
Inferential Statistics (6) and 'Medialandschap' (6, first year course). I will be working at a cafe for ca.8 hours
per week.
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
Government (organizational), music, web‐design, hospitaly industry (horeca)
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
I want to know if entrepreneurship is for me. Currently I do not know if entrepreneurship is for me.
Past work experience:
Store manager at Coffee Company, Wholesale sales backoffice
Favorite company or startup:
Besides tiny niche record labels
Previous experience in teams:
Lots of experience in teams during my time at Coffee Company, and at my current job and studies.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
When I decided to organize my own busstrip to a festival in Germany after finding out no one else was doing
it. The first year 45 people came along, last year there were 78 passengers.

Name: Marc Habermehl
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Sports, reading, writing.
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Accounting (couple of courses during bachelor).
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
Finance, operations management.
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
Finance. Yes, I work two days a week as a paralegal at a law firm.
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
Law, banking, business general.
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
The entrepreneurship minor looks good on my CV (vita, resumé).
Past work experience:
at this moment I work at a law firm that specializes in business law and my section in particular in
competition law. A lot of the work I'm doing has to do with the possibility for companies to be able to
compete after, for example, a merger with the merg
Favorite company or startup:
No.
Previous experience in teams:
I have been member of the board of the Rechtswinkel Amsterdam for over a year. The responsibility you get
leads to a great learning process and after this year I had a complete different point of view when it comes
to working together and leadership. From the outside some decisions may look easy, while in practice it can
be way more complex. But also the other way around.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
The year I was board member at the Rechtswinkel the local authority decided to stop sponsoring the project
after 43 years. I was the leading board member in organizing and promoting our project to a lot of different
law firms with creative arguments so they would sponsor it without getting anything, directly, in return. It
takes guts to just walk into a international law firm as a third year student to ask for a lot of money, but we
did it and succeeded.

Name: Maurits Verwoerd
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Listening music (12 years). Producing and playing deephouse music (5 years). Organising house partys (1,5
years).
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Sales (2 years at Pepperminds)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
Account Management. Human Resources.
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
Organisatie en Management. And I have to retake two courses. Further on I will be working about two nights
a week at a restaurant/bar.
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
Sales. Account management. Accountant.
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
The entrepreneurship minor looks good on my CV (vita, resumé).
Past work experience:
I worked for Pepperminds (a street sales/marketing company) for about 2,5 years. I had to convince people
supporting a charity like the WWF or Aidsfonds by giving monthly donations. For about 1,5 year I was a
captain, which means I was in charge over two
Favorite company or startup:
Coca‐Cola
Previous experience in teams:
I was captain of my hockey team from my 10th till 18. During my work at Pepperminds I was in charge of a
team, we could earn more money (bonus) if we had more sales altogether. And I started a VOF with two
friends of mine after organising a few house parties. We've been working together now for about 2 years
successfully.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
I've been playing house music for a while now, as well as attending house parties. After a while I got bored
with the same parties and concepts. So I decided with a few friends of mine to do it our way, and organise
better parties.

Name: Max Geueke
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
playing sports (Basketball, 6 years; swimming, running); music (listening: deep‐house/ techno, 3 years; soul,
funk, disco, classic R&B, 6 months; 80s/90s rap, 10 years); cooking (5 years); reading novels (1 month, new
year's resolution);
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Accounting, Economics, Finance, Marketing, Operations, Strategic Management, HRM, Project Management
(2.5 years, from school)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
Entrepreneurship and Innovation Management; Strategic/ International Management; Operations and
Process Management; Mechanical/ Aerospace Engineering (interested in getting a degree)
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
E‐Business (minor elective); Bachelor thesis seminar + writing the thesis;
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
Healthcare/ Pharmaindustry; Consulting; Law/ Finance
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
The entrepreneurship minor looks good on my CV (vita, resumé).
Past work experience:
Sleep Clinic (assisted in: general administration and documentation; setting up medical equipment and tests;
care and consulting of in/out‐patients);
Favorite company or startup:
Previous experience in teams:
I've worked many times in groups of 3 or 4 students on class assignments and semester projects in a lot of
my previous courses. Most challenging was usually how to reconcile different levels of motivation among
group members to deliver their assigned work.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
n/a

Name: Maxime van de Groep
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Snowboarding (10 years) Music listening (16 years) Travel (16 years) Writing (8 years) Painting (8 years)
Partying (5 years) TV watching (16 years)
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Marketing (1 year, from job).
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
Marketing
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
I did not pass statistics in the first semester of this year so I will be doing this again this semester, that's the
only course next to EiP and CiE. I have been working at the same job for almost four years now every
saturday and will continue working he
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
Most of my family members or close family friends are working in the fish industry. Most of them work at a
big company that sells fish internationally to smaller businesses like market vendors.
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
Past work experience:
I have been selling shoes for about one year when I was 15. After this, when I was 16 I started to work on the
market in Gouda because in this way I was able to earn more money. Nowadays I am still working at the
market in Gouda every saturday. When I was
Favorite company or startup:
Scotch & Soda
Previous experience in teams:
I have many experiences with working in teams. Not only in school but also in teams for organized sports
and in the team at my job. When I first started to work in teams I was kind of an 'einzelgänger' and therefore
I absolutely hated it. I just wanted to fix things by myself and did not wanted to deal with the opinion of
other people around me. But as the years went by I learned to appreciate working in teams more and I
learned to see the benefits of it. You can definitely learn from each other and it is good to have the opinion
of other people around. As I learned this I learned how to work together as a team and I must say currently
my experiences with teams are very positive.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
Last summer my father and I came up with the idea to create a small business that hires girls who sell new
herring during this period of the year. We called it 'de haringmeisjes.' The girls were all dressed up in cute
dresses with traditional Dutch details. Market vendors could hire 'de haringmeisjes' to get promotion and to
attract clients. It turned out to be a success and we will be probably doing this again during this year's
herring period.

Name: Mohammed Alshwaier
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Cars(12 years) Sports (16 years ) drawing(10 years) coaching and helping people (7 years) Cars Racing (6
years) travel (10 years) Analysing ( 10 years) Problem Solving (10 years)
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Banking(8 years) Computer Hardware and programming(14 years,from school and Job) Business analysis(14
years ,from school and Job) Business design (7 years ) sales (5 years,from Job) e‐commerce (10 years,from
Job) alternative channels(8 years ,from Job)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
Business Design , Sales , e‐commerce , alternative channels, Food industry , Coaching , Open new Businesses
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
MBA
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
Banking , Food industry , Manufacturing , learning (Private Schools ) ,Retail Business
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
Entrepreneurship is the easiest way for me to make a difference in the world.
Past work experience:
in IT and Sales ,Customer service , R&D in banking
Favorite company or startup:
youtube.com
Previous experience in teams:
Working as Team player in sub‐commity team in my Bank to create new products ,solve issues . / Working
as a team Head to create new channels and services in the bank
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
Yes , I opened 2 business a Advertisement company and A cosmetic company but it didn't work will and I but
a lot of time and money

Name: Moira Hooper
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
art and painting (6 years), music, piano playing (10 years), dancing (5 years), skiing (15 years), sailing (5
years), reading literature, fashion and design, entrepreneurship, cultures, languages, travelling, ....
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Accounting (6 weeks at uni), Finance (12 weeks at uni), Organization and Management (6 weeks at uni)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
not sure
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
Operations and Process Management
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
architecture, banking, oil and gas
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
Past work experience:
I worked at the Climate Alliance in Frankfurt during the summer. I was mainly doing research for various
energy related projects (e.g. Energy consumption in the future and the Covenant of Mayors) and updating
and translating the website.
Favorite company or startup:
Previous experience in teams:
I have played Lacrosse in a team, I have worked for the Rostra Economica, I did fundraising at school, and
various team exercises at school and university.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
At school I organized a fundraiser: a casino night for the students. I organized and marketed the event.

Name: Naomi Garfinkel
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
acting (6 years), singing (8 years), religion (practising), cooking (2 years), politics (2 years)
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
food business ( 7 years, from family business), marketing (2 years from school), child care (4 years)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
food business, child care, marketing, fashion, entertainment
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
Finance. A part‐time job as babysitter. Once a week course in musical performing
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
food business, online marketing, catering, entertainment etc.
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
Past work experience:
I have worked in camp as a counselor. I have experience with selling at trade shows. Also have experience
working in an online marketing company as adminitrtive assistent.
Favorite company or startup:
Previous experience in teams:
I have been part of a team in several camps. I have experience working together for student organisation.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
for instance when I ripped my dress at an event, I took the badge and took the pin out and used it to fix it.

Name: Paul van Eijndhoven
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
photography (2 years), travel (4 years), politics (5 years), internet surfing (5 years), computer hardware (10
years), music listening (10 years), museums (5 years),
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Customer Service (3 years, from job), Promotion (2 years, from job)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
Marketing and general management.
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
Working between 12 and 16 hours a week, one course for 6 EC's.
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
Finance, Law, Music, Web Development.
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
Past work experience:
I've been employed at a variety of different company's since I was 16 in a lot of different fields too:
Promotion, administration, store clerk, receptionist, telemarketing, customer service, occupational therapist
and so on.
Favorite company or startup:
Previous experience in teams:
In the second half of last semester we worked in a group of 5 doing research as part of my major (psychology)
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
n/a

Name: Reinier van Mackelenbergh
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Music (8yrs), Skiing (15yrs), Cycle racing (6yrs), Cabaret (10yrs) , do it yourself, passion for
architecture/interior design, contemporary art, reading
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
practical juridical knowledge(due to study),
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
finance, sales,
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
(courses: finance, organisation & management, typology of architecture) job in security, juridical advice
(maybe)
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
banking, stock trading, training & consultancy, telecom, off‐shore sales, mediation
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
I want to know if entrepreneurship is for me. Currently I do not know if entrepreneurship is for me.
Past work experience:
working in art gallery, working in security, call center, delivering local newspaper
Favorite company or startup:
Previous experience in teams:
(heavily) rebuilding bar with student fraternity
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
redoing old bicycles and selling them with good profit

Name: Ricardo Hoogendoorn
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
cooking ( 5 years) cocktail shaking ( 2 years) basketball( 6 years) music listening 8 years) Partying ( 5 years)
writing (4 years)
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
soms organisation & management ( high school) Up‐selling ( job) persuasive communication ( University)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
management
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
I have a horeca job at a restaurant, i'm redoing wetenschapsfilosofie
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
nursing, chemistry
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
Past work experience:
Since i've been working in this particular restaurant. I've been working in a free atmosphere were everybody
is responsible.and works hard for one another. A busy day sounds good in our ears and if you don't want to
work you shouldn't be working here.
Favorite company or startup:
Previous experience in teams:
In communication science you often work in groups some are bad some are good but i've learned that you
have to get your job done one way or another. At work we're a team and i like the people i work with a good
night means more tip so that's always a good motivation.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
When i was travelling trough europe with my some really good friends. We had to be resourcefull everyday
cause it was about making it from one place to another with the litttle cash we had. It went from sleeping in
the toilets of trains so we could aviod reservations or making a lot of foreign friends so we could stay at their
places for free. Also when you're at lowlands festival at the camping place a lot of people pull pranks some
are really fucked up to fall in but if it's a creative or innovative joke nobody will get angry they will even
respect you for thinking of such a good prank.

Name: Robbin Tip
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Football (15 years), Visit festivals (5 years), hunting (3 years)
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Finance (3 years, from school), management (4 years, from work), accounting (1 year , from school)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
Trading stocks and finance
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
Management accounting intermediate (did not pass last year with a 5.4), and work (tuesday and wednesday
evening)
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
none
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
The entrepreneurship minor looks good on my CV (vita, resumé).
Past work experience:
Not interesting
Favorite company or startup:
Previous experience in teams:
Projects on school for example making a case with 4 people. First we all looked seperately, and then we
came together and fixed the case.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
It is a small thing, but I started a football team only for students in Buren (GLD). Because all the students are
from monday till friday in a big city and can't come to the training, and in the weekend they are able to play
a game.

Name: Sander Baas
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Music listening (12 years), internet surfing (5 years), football (+10 years), playing sports, news/blog reading,
communication (social media +7 years)
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Marketing (1.5 year, from job/school), Customer service; webshop (0.5 year, work)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
Marketing, General management
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
Max. 8h job, Organisatie & Management and maybe Inferentiële Statistiek
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
All digital production (Webbuilders, appbuilders, photography), electric taxi scooters, watersport (boats),
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
Entrepreneurship is the easiest way for me to make a difference in the world.
Past work experience:
Promoter, Watersport industry (website: wordpress, webshop, customers, social media, SEO), electric
scooter taxi.
Favorite company or startup:
Hopper Nederland
Previous experience in teams:
Captain of football team, small team watersport industry, small promotion team, acquisition committee at
Mercurius (Communication Science)
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
I did solve some computer problems with wordpress at my work.

Name: Sanne Veefkind
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Cake decorating (3 years), traveling (since I can remember), hanging out with friends or family, music
listening (12 years)
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
customer service (2 years, from job), a little marketing (1,5 year, from school)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
marketing, management (not sure which kind), customer service
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
Media en overreding (media and persuasion) 12EC , Organisatie en management (organization and
management) 6EC, and I wil be working at a job in varying hours
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
Financial, Health care, teaching
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
Past work experience:
Working in a clothing store (Steps) 1 year, working at a theater via an employment agency (LaDifference)
since 1.5 year
Favorite company or startup:
Previous experience in teams:
In my job I work in a varying team, with different people every time. In my high school I was in a scene
decoration team for 5 years. Also for school there has been a lot of teamwork
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
I think innovation is in the little things in my life. For example, when baking cake, problems always turn up. I
(and my baking‐friend) however always know how to fix the problems. Staying with the cake decoration, I
also think we are sometimes innovative in thinking up new things we've never seen or done before.

Name: Sanne Vreede
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Dancing (hip hop/streetdance: 14 years) snowboarding ( 10 years) music listening( 12 years) shopping ( 7
years) travelling (since I was born)
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Finance ( 3 years at school), Management ( 3 years at school) Operations management (1/2 year school),
General management (2 years school) Law ( 2 years school) Currency risk (1/2 year school) Marketing ( 3
years) Customer service ( 2 years, from job)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
I am interested in Finance, however I do not see myself executing such a job. I am mainly interested in Sales
as this combines marketing with numbers.
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
I will not be taken other courses than Entrepreneurship. I will be working at a job for around 2 days a week.
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
Mainly engineering, all are educated technically ( construction and industrial design for example ).
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
The entrepreneurship minor looks good on my CV (vita, resumé).
Past work experience:
I have done an internship for half a year in Barcelona at an international company renting apartments in that
city. I worked in a cafe for 1,5 years and am currently working at the Douwe Egberts Koffie Café in 's‐
Hertogenbosch (my hometown)
Favorite company or startup:
My preference goed out to an international company producing fast moving consumer goods. I am
interested in the food and beverage market and therefore big names as Nestlé, Mars, Unilever, Kraft foods,
Danone, Beverage Inc. etc sound appealing.
Previous experience in teams:
I have had many experience in working in teams. Almost each quarter of the this education I had to work in
groups of 4‐8 people on a project. This adds up to around 8 projects and therefore 8 times the experience. In
addition, I have been dancing in a group for 5 years now which also thought me a lot about teamwork.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
During my internship I have come up with new ideas on how to utilize Social Media as a contribution to the
company. However I cannot mention a clear innovative product or service that I have introduced.

Name: Sellina Menso
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Music listening (12 years), dancing (15 years), Salsa (4 years), theater, travelling, shopping (10 years), horse
riding (4 years), swimming (16 years), politics, nature, watching movies, mountain biking, playing sports,
museums
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Human resources (2 years, from school), Marketing (2 years, from school), Strategic management (2 years),
corporate social responsibility (1 year)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
Strategic management, operations management, human resources, marketing, entrepreneurship ;)
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
Next to EiP and CiE I wll be following the course strategy and organization (blok 1) and either financing or
operations and process management in block 2. And I work every tuesday evening 4,5 hours
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
Financing, operations management, customer service, banking,
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
Past work experience:
Secretary(searching for and sending documents to docters, answering phones, handling the mail) ,
receptionist ( answering phones, handling the mail, receiving guests), telemarketing (outbound
telemarketing), host on a boat( giving drinks to guests, clean
Favorite company or startup:
Previous experience in teams:
I have done one year European studies on HBO and so I had to work a lot in teams and had to set up and
coordinate events. / / I am for almost two years now the chairman of the commission of activities of
student party UVASOCIAAL, in this commission we set up activities for the party. Last year I have been the
secretary and vice‐president of student party UVASOCIAAL and I was a member of the central student
council (CSR). The Central Student Council (CSS) is the highest representative body for UvA students. As a
member of the CSR I have learned the most about working in teams. It was a function of 25+hrs a week. I
had a lot of dossiers I had to do and every week I had three different meetings with the complete CSR and in
the different commissions of the CSR and next to that you had to work on your own files. And make sure that
everybody does his part of the deal. / / Past year I also was the chairman of the sollicitationcommission of
UVASOCIAAL, in this commission students who wanted to go in the student council for our party were
selected. I also was a member of the sollicitationcommission of the MFAS ( medical student party) in which
they also selected students for the student councils.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
nothing comes to mind

Name: Sheryl Sidhu
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
dancing, shopping, travel, cars
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Accounting ( from school), finance ( from school), marketing ( from school), managment ( from schoo and
jobl)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
finance
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
None
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
My parents are entrepeneurs as well, and we own a clothing company
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
Past work experience:
my past experience was as an assistent manager, and i worked as sales employee as well
Favorite company or startup:
my favourite company is Zara
Previous experience in teams:
I worked in a team for my job, also projects at school
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
In my past work experience as an assistant manager, i helped the manager with day‐to‐day tasks, I was
recourcefull when i went to Paris to get stock and innovative as wel, since it was my responsibility to find
best‐selling items and stay in the budget. All employees must be used to a dynamic company, since this is a
strength of a clothing company.

Name: Shogo Nakazato
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Basketball (3 years), Music (11 years), Cooking (2 years)
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Management (2 years from school)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
management, entrepreneurship, accounting, finance
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
I will be studying stock trading on my own.
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
Manufacturing, consultant
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
Entrepreneurship is the easiest way for me to make a difference in the world.
Past work experience:
3 years of internship at cram school, 1 year of internship at IT venture,
Favorite company or startup:
IDEO
Previous experience in teams:
founded 4 student organization at Japan. Organized junior assistant team during the internship
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
I negotiated with Embassy of Brunei to write an article of the country on the magazines that I publish with
my friend. / As a result, I got an full sponsor from embassy to go traveling to Brunei and Hong Kong.

Name: Tessa Hofte Koesveld
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Acting (6 years) Theater (6 years) Theater (12 years) Snowboard (6 years)
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
none, I think, but i'm not sure
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
Marketing, management and a little accounting and finance
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
I will follow finance and I am for one day a week at Lubbers& de Jong (PR‐bureau)
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
Sales, Entrepreneurship, Chemicals
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
I want to know if entrepreneurship is for me. Currently I do not know if entrepreneurship is for me.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
Past work experience:
I am currently working at a PR‐bureau for innovation and technology (1year). Sales company, Streetwise (9
months). Horeca (5months). Animation and recreation at Landal Greenparks (Toprecreatie, 1 summer). And i
worked in a shop, gave dance lessons, and di
Favorite company or startup:
Previous experience in teams:
I am organizing a carreer event for students in their last years of their study with 6 other people from
Mercurius (our student association) and two other student associations in amsterdam.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
I have to be a bit innovative for organizing the carreer event I was just talking about.

Name: Theadros Mellink
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Music composing (6 yrs) ‐ Cooking (10 yrs) ‐ Piano playing (5 yrs) ‐ Traveling (9 yrs) ‐ Agricultural production
(3 yrs) ‐ Coffee grading (1 yr) ‐
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Entrepreneurial sales (entrepreneurship training); Pitching (entrepreneurship training); Marketing
(school/personal reading);
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
E‐business (special interest in Saas); Customer development; business validation
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
Work (16 hrs); 1st block Development economics (6ects)
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
agricultural trade; nutraceuticals
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
Entrepreneurship is the easiest way for me to make a difference in the world.
Past work experience:
Worked for many years in the restaurant business; I am currently working for a specialty coffee importer.
Favorite company or startup:
Previous experience in teams:
I am a hogeschool student, so for the last 3 years i have always worked in teams for school.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
When I came up with my business idea that solves an economical/logistical problem: a direct trade platform
for specialty products such as coffee and tea

Name: Thijs Mooren
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Arsenal (10 years) Poetry (3 years)
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
None
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
Not sure
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
Organisatie en management, Working at buurtdiensten (homecare)
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
Not sure
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
I want to become very rich, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
Entrepreneurship is the easiest way for me to make a difference in the world.
Past work experience:
It was quite well, only the hours, being on time and such, was a bit difficult
Favorite company or startup:
Previous experience in teams:
While playing football I considered myself to be a teamplayer.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
n/a

Name: Timo Laan
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
internet surfing (8 years), music (listening) (10 years), music playing (10 years) playing soccer (12 years)
watching series (2 years) going out to clubs (8 years)
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
management (4 years, from job) hospitality (8 years, from job)
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
management
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
i will be working at my job for 2 days a week and i have to retake persuasive communication and inferential
statistics for my major.
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
organizing parties, hospitality, healthcare
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
Entrepreneurship (and/or creating a new product or service) sounds intriguing or challenging.
I want to become very rich, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
Past work experience:
on my 13th i had a paper route and at my 14th i started working in a supermarket. after that i started
working in several restaurants en cafes in different jobs, from dishwasher to manager.
Favorite company or startup:
Previous experience in teams:
i've played football in a team for 12 years. also i worked in a team at a mexican fast food restaurant (taco
mundo)
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
n/a

Name: Tomas Kamphuis
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Music listening/exploring/dj'ing (Since I wa born)). Film interest (Same here). Reading (mostly psychology
and several non‐fiction genres). (3 years).
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Marketing, general management, organisational psychology, public communication/pr.
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
Marketing strategies
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
No other courses. I will be working in a cafe and running my own event organization.
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
Software industry
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
The entrepreneurship minor looks good on my CV (vita, resumé).
Past work experience:
Hospitality (Waiter, Bar and Kitchen), Promotion, Retail.
Favorite company or startup:
Previous experience in teams:
I'm running an event organisation with two friends which practically makes us a team. / I've also been
working for a promotional company which operates in teams.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
I think my first entrepreneurial encounter was definitely when I decided to spread my own musical taste and
idea of what a good night out should be by organizing an event. This passion pushed me to think in an
innovative way.

Name: Wouter Tooren
Past/current hobbies, interests, or technical knowledge:
Skiing (8 years). Webdesign (5 years). Flying gliders (3 years). Archery (< 1 year). Gaming. Watching movies.
Blogging (3 years). Writing (2 years). Teaching (5 years). Watching art. Playing strategic board games.
Architecture. Drawing. Museams. Nature. Hiking (3 years). Climbing (<1 years). Politics. Reading. Travel.
Wine&beer tasting. Visiting cafe's. Surfing (internet). Doing research.
Familiar with the following business knowledge:
Retail (4 years, from job). Hotel&Restaurant (1 year, from job). Agriculture (6 months, from job).
Courier/delivery (1 year, from job). Teaching (5 years, from job). Clinical diagnostics for behavioral problems
(4 years, from job). Selection for aspiring
Future interests in the following technical knowledge and/or business knowledge:
Technical knowledge: Architecture, Design, Environmental Psychology, (social) behavior. Business knowledge:
Management & organisation, office design, Human Resource Management.
Other courses besides EiP and CiE this semester:
I will co‐op teach a bachelor course at the University of Amsterdam. I might take one or two extra courses in
programming if time permits. Continues operation of my own consultancy firm in environmental psychology.
Industries associated with family members or close family friends:
Social geograpy, social work, clinical psychology, teaching, procurement agent (sales), office management,
mechanical engineering, air and space technology
Sources of motivation for taking the minor:
EiP gives me an educational experience that is more practical than my major.
I want to be my own boss, and the minor gets me started towards that goal.
Entrepreneurship is the easiest way for me to make a difference in the world.
Past work experience:
I worked as a sales assistent at HEMA, as a courier/delivery guy for DPD/TNT and baggage handler at
Schiphol, as a roomcleaner, a dishwasher and as a apple picker in New Zealand, as a chauffeur to Belgium
and Germany, as a private teacher for mentally dis
Favorite company or startup:
I like the philosophy of Google: flat hierarchy, personal freedom, high internal motivation, absence of rules.
Previous experience in teams:
I was chief editor of my highschool newspaper, spokesman/organizer for an Amnesty International action
team, member in different student association committees, webmaster for my glidingclub, fouding member
for the association for environmental psychology in The Netherlands currently being build.
An example of resourcefulness or innovativeness?
My first entrepreneurial moment must have been when I was around seven. I designed and started a
'borrowing shop', where I loaned out toys to members of my family. Borrowing a toy was free. This off
course, did not generate money in itself. To receive a profit, I created a hefty fine system that took off after
the third day. Off course all my sisters would forget to return my toys, leaving me to collect a sizable profit in
collected fines ;‐) / / My latest 'innovation' or value discovery happened a few days ago. I discovered that
when city blocks are developed, there is a gap in responsibility for new occupants between the start of
activity of the city council and the finishing of the urban developer. This means the needs and values of new
occupants are not taken care of, neither is there any 'check and balance' for the creation and development
of some kind of city identity. This is a great gap, meaning essentially that the success of a neighborhood in
terms of social integration and sense of place is left to chance. This gap is a good opportunity for an
environmental psychologist to fill.
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Anne-Rose
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Bob
Bradley
Clemens
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Shogo
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21
23
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24
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27
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19
19
22
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27
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Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
Vietnamese
Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
Italian/German
Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
German
Dutch
Saudi
British
Dutch/USA
Dutch
Dutch
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Dutch
HK Chinese
Dutch
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Japan
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Dutch
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USA
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Amsterdam
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Amstelveen
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Amsterdam
Amsterdam
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Amsterdam
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Amsterdam
Amsterdam
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Communication Science
Communication Science
Law
Communication Science
Science Business and Innovation
Finance and Organisation
Bio-Medical Sciences
Art & Technology
Communication Science
Communication Science
Media & Culture
Economics and Business
IT: Game Development
Economics and Business
Language & Communication (NL)
Communication Science
Business Law
Communication Science
Business
Communication Science
MBA
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Law
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Communication Science
Communication Science
Communication Science
Intl Business and Mgmt studies
Sociology
Economics and Business
Business
Communication Science
Fair Trade Management
Beta Gamma
Communication Science
Media & Culture
Cognitive Psychology

P/S/E?

Paint?

Party #?

M/A/E/LN

Play dice?

EC's?

Continue?

MBTI

SA?

Indices

E
E
E
E
E
E
P
E
E
P
E
E
E
P
E
S
E
E
E
P
E
E
E
E
E
E
P
E
E
E
P
E
P
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P
P
E
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E
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ESFJ
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ENFJ
n/a
ENFJ
INTJ
ENFJ
ENFJ
ENFP
ENTJ
ESTJ
ENFJ
ENFJ
ENFJ
ENFJ
ENTJ
ESFJ
INTJ
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ENTJ
ESFJ
ENFJ
ENFP
ENFP
ENFP
ESTJ
ENFP
ENTJ
ENFJ
ESTJ
ENTJ
ENTJ
INTJ
ENFJ
ENFJ
ENTP
ESTP
ENTJ
INFJ
ESTJ

1
2
2
2
n/a
2
1
1
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1
3
2
1
3
2
3
2
2
2
1
2
2
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1
1
1
3
3
3
2
3
3
2
-3
2
1
1
1

(67,25,50,44)
(44,38,75,67)
(1,1,50,44)
(33,25,12,44)
n/a
(78,12,50,11)
(22,38,38,1)
(1,62,12,33)
(56,12,25,33)
(1,38,12,22)
(33,38,12,56)
(67,1,19,100)
(67,50,38,89)
(100,12,38,22)
(11,75,38,33)
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(78,25,12,67)
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(33,62,1,11)
(22,25,25,56)
(67,50,1,22)
(22,25,75,78)
(67,50,62,22)
(56,75,75,67)
(11,75,38,11)
(56,62,25,33)
(56,1,1,67)
(1,38,25,22)
(55,25,1,11)
(67,12,38,56)
(33,25,12,56)
(44,12,1,67)
(41,12,38,78)
(11,38,38,22)
(89,38,75,56)
(22,38,62,1)
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(56,1,1,11)
(56,38,12,33)
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Key:
P=Product
S=Service
E=Either

Party #:

Body-paint in Dam Square?
(Y)es
(N)o
(N)ot (S)ure
Ideal number of party-goers

M/A/E/LN
The first number is the ranked preference for the morning.
Thus, "1234" means somebody does their best work earlier in the day.
R/Yes Game is risky, but will play it.
R/N Game is risky, and will not play it.
NR Game is not risky, and will play it.

Continue?
Willing to continue venture after the minor?
SA? (response to the assessment)
1=surprisingly accurate
4=mostly inaccurate
2=mostly accurate
5=surprisingly inaccurate
3=half accurate
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